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POVZETEK 
Gre za prvega v vrsti člankov, ki obravnavajo 
zgodovino računalniške analize glasbe. Prvi se 
ukvarja s filozofskimi osnovami računalniške 
analize glasbe, to je z aplikacijo informacijske 
teorije v estetiki, kakor tudi z značilno uporabo 
statističnih in informacijsko-teoretičnih meritev na 
področju glasbene analize ter z drugimi 
računalniškimi pristopi h glasbeni analizi, ki niso 
vključevali uporabo elektronskih računalnikov. 
Večinoma gre za tiste pristope, ki so predstavljali 
neposredne vzorce računalniškim aplikacijam. Na 
koncu daje članek kratek zgodovinski pregled 
zgodnjih računalnikov in povzema najbolj zgodnjo 
uporabo računalnikov v glasbeni analizi, kakršna je 
bila značilna za petdeseta leta 20. stoletja. 
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SUMMARY 
This article is the first of a series that focuses on the 
history of computer-assisted music analysis. This 
first article discusses the philosophical basis of 
computer-assisted music analysis, i.e. the 
application of information theory to aesthetics, as 
well as representative applications of statistical and 
information-theoretical measurements to music 
analysis and other computational approaches to 
music analysis that did not include the use of 
electronic computers. In most cases, those 
approaches were direct models for computer-
assisted applications. Finally, this article provides a 
short historical account of the development of early 
computers and summarizes the earliest computer-
applications to music analysis, carried out during 
the 1950s. 
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"I should like to suggest that computer analysis will become one of the most important 
directions in musicology for the next generation. One hears frequently the comment that 
computers will make musicology mechanistic. Bear in mind, however, that the computer does 
what it is told: even its most sophisticated procedures depend on the imagination of the 
researcher for instructions; and the final results always require further interpretation. In these 
two functions — instruction and interpretation — the researcher controls the fundamental 
musicality of the investigation. If the results are mechanistic, he cannot blame the computer." 
Qan LaRue 1970, 197.) 
Introduction 
This article shall be the beginning of a series of articles on the history of computer-assisted 
music analysis. Computer-assisted music analysis, which emerged about 50 years ago, provides 
analytical tools that help solve problems, some of which may be unsolvable without the 
assistance of the computer. Unfortunately, most research in the area of computer-assisted music 
analysis has been carried out, again and again, without any explicit review of preceding 
attempts and accomplishments. Even the most recent research bears traces of two fundamental 
flaws that have plagued most research carried out to date: there is no classification of analytical 
methods within a comprehensive historical framework, and there is no critical evaluation of 
those methods. 
A series of articles will attempt to solve the main problem related to these flaws: to provide 
a historical account and framework of methods of computer-asisted music analysis. The source 
materials for the historical account consist of nearly 2,000 published and unpublished writings, 
including dissertations and internal research papers from many countries, that were collected 
and analyzed over many years. 
The first part of this article focuses on the philosophical basis of computer-assisted music 
analysis, i.e. the application of information theory to aesthetics. The second part describes 
representative applications of statistical and information-theoretical measurements to music 
analysis and other computational approaches to music analysis which did not include the use 
of electronic computers1. In most cases, those approaches were direct models for computer-
assisted applications, and an understanding of the development of computer-assisted analysis 
is not possible without the knowledge of these early approaches that used no computer. The 
third part of this article provides a short historical account of the development of early 
computers and summarizes the earliest computer-applications to music analysis, carried out 
during the 1950s. 
1. The Philosophical Foundation: Information Theory and Aesthetics
Richard Pinkerton wrote already in 1956: "Information Theory may well prove generally
useful for studying the creative process of the human mind. I don't think we have to wony that 
such analysis will make our art more stilted and mechanical. Rather, as we begin to understand 
more about the property of creativeness, our enjoyment of the arts should increase a 
thousandfold." (Richard C. Pinkerton 1956, 86) The results predicted by Richard C. Pinkerton 
have hardly been realized. But especially with regard to certain developments in the area of 
Joseph Schillinger (1948) provided detailed descriptions of mathematical relationships in music, but he was not primarily trying to provide 
a methodology for music analysis or for composition. For that reason, Schillinger's work will not he discussed here. 
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Artificial Intelligence during the 1990s, research has produced results that came much closer to 
Pinkerton's vision of the usefulness of information theory for studying creative processes. 
Pinkerton was one of the first to explore the application of information theory to music, 
specifically to music analysis. The philosophical rationale, however, was ultimately provided 
by several people: George D. Birkhoff (1931, 1950), Abraham Moles (1956a, 1956b, 1958, 1962, 
1966), and by Max Bense (1954, 1966, 1969) and his disciples Helmar Frank (1964, 1968), Rul 
Guntzenhäuser (1962), Siegfried Maser (1971), and Frieder Nake (1974). Using information 
theory, all of those people sought either to explain some aspects of aesthetic reflection and 
artistic cognition, or both, or to analyze or synthesize 'artistic artifacts'. 
Information theory itself was based on a model, partly mathematical and partly physical, 
relating to the transmission and reception of messages ('information'). In this context, 
information was related to the potential variety of messages in contexts and the probabilities 
of messages. For instance, if a melodic phrase in a piece of music occurs for the first time, it 
is an unexpected event, i.e. it has a probability of zero; hence, it has a high degree of originality 
and it "modifies the behavior of the receptor" (Moles 1967, 22). If a melodic phrase occurs 
many times, its probability increases, and the originality, the degree of 'information,' decreases. 
In 1949, Claude E. Shannon defined a measure of information, called 'entropy,' as a logarithmic 
function of the statistical probabilities of different messages. (See Shannon and Weaver 1949, 
49 ff.) Thus, information was considered measurable to the extent that it could determine how 
predictability and unpredictability relate to the variety of a system. 
Taking a different tact, Bense's aesthetics had its origin in the theory of signs. His attempts 
to create a mathematical notion of aesthetics, a quantitative, descriptive notion he called 
'information aesthetics' ['Informationsästhetik'], came out of his interest in cybernetics, and was 
based on the analytical procedures described by the US-mathematician and physicist George 
David Birkhoff. In the 1920s, Birkhoff had tried to develop a formula for dealing with 
aesthetics, defining aesthetic measure (M) as a quotient of the order (O) of an 'aesthetic object' 
and its complexity (C): M=0/C. (See Birkhoff 1950, 288-306, and 320-333.) 
Moles, on the other hand, in his 'aesthetic perception theoiy', based his theory on the 
evaluation of experimental data and statements, an evaluation in which the relation of 
innovation and redundancy was veiy important. (See Moles 1958.) Moles distinguished 
between semantic information and aesthetic information, a distinction based on the insight that 
Shannon's information theory was hardly applicable to the analysis of art works in terms of 
their artistic value ('aesthetic information'), but instead was related to what he called the 'inner 
structure' of these art works ('semantic information').2
Responding to the aesthetic theories of Bense and Moles, Helmar Frank proposed an 'exact 
information theory' (Frank 1964, 1968). He combined automata theory, system theory, and sign 
theory, with information theory and theories drawn from experimental psychology. To define 
his 'subject model' mathematically, using theories of automata (i.e., the subject is viewed as the 
addressee of the message, which is the work of art), he needed such categories as 'surprise 
value' ['Überraschungswert'] and 'conspicuousness value' ['Auffälligkeitswert']. Frank's 
integration of empirical research and experimental psychology in his theory is even more 
important than his theoiy per se. In this sense, his theoiy can be seen as an early case of 
cognitive research like that done in the 1980s and 1990s. 
A follower of Bense, Siegfried Maser (1971), proposed the creation of a 'numerical 
aesthetics' ['Numerische Ästhetik'], derived from Baumgarten's definition of aesthetics as the 
An overview of "Aesthetics of Music and Information-Theory." mainly based on Moles' theory, was also given by Ian L. Broeckx (1979, 
105-125). 
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science of the critical assessment of beauty. Maser interpreted Baumgarten's model of aesthetics 
as an objective, scientific aesthetics, based on three sciences: the 'science of the real' 
['Realwissenschaft'], the 'science of the formal' ['Formalwissenschaft'], and the 'science of the 
intellect' ['Geisteswissenschaft']. He proposed distinctions between 'macro aesthetics'3
['Makroästhetik'] and 'micro aesthetics''1 ['Mikroästhetik'] in the process of formulating a 'complete 
aesthetic analysis'5 ['vollständige ästhetische Analyse'] (Maser 1971, 91). Maser's method of an 
'aesthetics by measurement' ['Maßästhetik'] is based on the precise quantitative description of 
objects, which he sees as the 'rational basis' for an 'aesthetics of value' ['Wertästhetik']. He thinks 
that the more rigorously the rational basis for the formulation of values is defined, the more 
convincing will be the speculations and conceptions derived from this basis.6
All of the attempts mentioned above, which tried to describe aesthetic artifacts with 
mathematical methods, specifically with methods derived from information theory, were 
relatively unsuccessful in formukiting meaningful philosophical generalizations about works of 
art. The failure to distinguish different levels of aesthetic information contained in art works 
was one of the main reasons for the lack of success (see, for instance, Kasem-Bek 1978). 
Although the mathematical description of complex aesthetic processes and attempts to calculate 
aesthetic values produced few significant results, the application of information theory to the 
analysis of structural norms of art works, specifically of motives and phrases, did produce some 
significant results.7 Since repetition of musical structures is responsible for creating musical 
form, the analysis of musical structures based on the measurement of redundancy was fruitful, 
particularly when it was embedded in observations of musical form.8
2. On Predecessors and 'Relatives' of Computer-Assisted Music Analysis
Otto Ortmann was an important pioneer of statistical analysis of music. His article from
1937, still virtually unnoticed, involved an analysis—certainly conducted without an electronic 
calculator—that was restricted to interval frequencies of song melodies by Robert Schumann 
(48 songs), Johannes Brahms (38 songs), and Richard Strauss (40 songs). No distinction was 
made between ascending and descending intervals; intervals of equal distance but different 
nomenclature (e.g. augmented second and minor third) were grouped together. Ortmann 
calculated the interval distributions of each song and an interval average for all the songs by 
each composer, the percentage of songs by each composer in which every specific interval was 
present, and the range of positions which every interval holds—with regard to its frequency—• 
in most of the songs. No matter what the specific results9 may be worth, and no matter how 
•
1
 The formula for calculating the 'Macro Aesthetics' is: Macro Aesthetic Measure (MA1;) = Order / Complexity. 
' The formula for calculating the 'Micro Aesthetics' is: Micro Aesthetic Measure (Mai.) = Entropy / Redundancy. 
5
 The formula for calculating the 'Complete Aesthetic Measure' is: Macro Aesthetic Measure (AE) = [(MAE + Mai) I 21 hirk. 
6
 "Je präziser aber diese rationale Basis formuliert wird, desto überzeugender wirken die darauf begründeten Spekulationen und 
Wertkonzeplionen." (Maser 1971, 125). 
7
 Regarding aesthetic perception, Coons and Kraehenbuehl (1958, 128) call this the level of concept formation. It goes beyond the level of 
simple perception. In the same article, they also suggest defining infonnalion as a quotient of 'nonconfirming tests of predictions' and 
'predictions tested' (ibid., 139). See also Kraehenbuehl and Coons 1959. 
8
 This notion was already supported in the theoretical articles (i.e. with no practical analyses of music) by Leonard B. Meyer (1957), Joel E. 
Cohen (1962), Fritz Winckel (1964), and later by Alfred Huber (1974) and others. 
9
 Some parts of each distribution, based on songs by different composers, were similar to each other. Others were different, and thus 
interpreted as "characterizing" for the composer's style. For Schumann, the predominance of unisons, the relative absence of wide intervals 
and of chromatic inflection, and the consistency with which the frequency order unison - major second - minor second is found (in 65 % 
of the songs) was characteristic (Ortmann 1937, 7). Characteristics of Brahm's songs were the relative absence of unisons, the preference 
for thirds (especially minor thirds), the frequency order major second - minor second - unison (in 45 % of the melodies), and—"not very 
pronounced"—the preference for chromatic inflection (ibid., 6 IT.). Finally, characteristics in Strauss' melodies based on interval frequency 
(except a slightly predominant use of sixths) were not found (or. in other words: a uniformity is typical); in different ways, the distributions 
were similar to the songs by both of the other composers, Schumann and Brahms (ibid., 8 f.). This certainly shows the limitations of this 
approach, which Ortmann himself was aware of. — In general, Ortmann concluded a "chronological tendency towards an increase in pitch-
motion" (ibid-, 9). 
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the question of what validity these results hold generally for songs written by these composers, 
Ortmann must be given credit for initiating a new form of analysis and for being self-critical 
enough to point out the disadvantages of disregarding other musical (and non-musical) 
parameters. 
In 1949, Bertrand Bronson described a procedure for using an electro-mechanical 
calculator—not a 'computer'—to carry out a comparative study of British-American folk-tunes. 
He used punched cards for encoding general information (publication, collector, singer, etc.), 
regional information, and musical characteristics, such as range, mode, time signature, number 
of phrases, phrasal scheme, final tone, initial interval between the upbeat and the first strong 
accent, etc. Then, the sorting machine was able to automatically pick out cards with desired 
characteristics. Thereby, certain musical characteristics could be matched with certain 
geographical origins, etc. Results of this theoretical procedure were published ten years later 
(Bronson 1959). 
A similar, but much more sophisticated, system called cantometrics was developed by Alan 
Lomax. It is a system for rating song performances by qualitative judgements.10 Rhythmic, 
melodic, instrumental, tempi, and other performance characteristics, as well as text 
characteristics, were initially encoded with a 37 digit rating scale, i.e. the number of slots on 
an IBM punch card. The system became, later, the model for further computer-assisted studies 
(as, for instance, described in Grauer 1965). 
Even though Pinkerton (1956, 84) claimed that Allen I. McHose (1950) was one of the first 
to use "modern techniques" for analyzing music, McHose did not mention any use of 
computers in his analyses. However, his statistical analyses of the chord structure of Bach 
chorales are of importance for later computer applications in harmonic analysis. In his study 
from I95O, McHose calculated the frequency of chord types, harmonic functions, inversions, 
etc., as well as the frequency of non-harmonic tones. He also compared root movements and 
types of chords in works by Johann Sebastian Bach, Georg Friedrich Händel, and Carl Heinrich 
Gratin. But while computer technique, at the time, was not advanced enough to handle 
McHose's calculations, this kind of study became the direct predecessor of a type of computer-
assisted harmonic analysis which evolved in the 1960s. 
H. Quastler reported in 195611 that Fred and Carolyn Attneave had analyzed cowboy songs 
and obtained the transition probabilities for every note preceding a particular note. Based on 
the analytical results, they tried to synthesize "a few dozen" new songs in the same style, but 
only two of them were "perfectly convincing" (ibid., 169). 
Until the mid-1950s, only simple statistical calculations were applied to music analysis, but 
Linton C. Freeman and Alan P. Merriam in 1956 used a more complex statistical method for the 
differentiation of two bodies of music: the discriminant function. The discriminant function uses 
multiple measurements to discriminate between two groups of music. In this case, the two 
groups of music were songs of Trinidad Rada and of Brazilian Ketu. Three characteristics were 
examined: the mean values of frequencies of (1) major seconds and (2) minor thirds in 
proportion to the lengths of the song, as well as (3) the total interval use. While each separate 
characteristic showed insufficient discrimination of the two groups of songs,12 the use of the 
1(1
 Lomax' system is based on the hypothesis that "music somehow expresses emotion; therefore, when a distinctive and consistent musical 
style lives in a culture or runs through several cultures, one can posit the existence of a distinctive set of emotional needs or drives that 
are somehow satisfied or evoked by this music." (Lomax 1962, 425) See also Lomax 1976. However, Lomax's theory is not undisputed; see, 
for instance, Kongas-Maranda 1970, Henry 1976, Kolata 1978, Berrett 1979, Locke 1981, and Oehrle 1992. 
11
 Quastler's report is pan of the discussion, following the article of Fucks 1955, pp. 168-169. For F. and C Attneave themselves, the results 
were probably not satisfactory enough for publication. 
IJ
 The mean differences for major seconds and minor thirds were each significant beyond the one percent level of confidence, but not in the 
total interval use. However, the overlaps between the two groups of songs in each separate characteristic were too large. 
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discriminant function reduced the probability of misclassifying a single song. However, only 3 
measures each of interval use from a very small sample of only 20 songs diminished the 
statistical value of the results. Nevertheless, using a complex statistical method was innovative 
in that it provided a method useful for a more sophisticated, computer-assisted analysis of 
music that took place in the following decade. 
In 1956, Richard C. Pinkerton published a study on "Information Theory and Melody." In this 
article, he discussed entropy analysis (i.e., the analysis of the statistical degree on 'information' 
in music) and redundancy analysis13 and how each related to the analysis of 39 nursery songs. 
Even though all calculations were done manually, his approach was already designed to make 
use of computer assistance (see Pinkerton 1956, 86). Based on the analytical results of pitch and 
rhythm probabilities, Pinkerton designed a network of tone relations which enabled him to 
define a compositional procedure to create similar tunes. (However, his 'composed' melodies 
were "highly monotonous" [ibid., 84].) Pinkerton's network and transition patterns could be seen 
as early implementations that relate to concepts that have emerged recently in neural network 
research: "Thinking of our network scheme, it is fun to speculate that a composer's individual 
style may reflect networks of nerve pathways in his brain." (Ibid., 86.) 
Joseph E. Youngblood's applications of information theory to music analysis (Youngblood 
1958, I960) were probably the most extensive studies of all those that could be called the direct 
'predecessors' of computer-assisted music analysis. His ambitious calculations showed the need 
for computer-assistance. Youngblood's attempts to identify and define musical styles was based 
on the assumption that musical style can be characterized by a stochastic process, specifically 
a process that can be characterized using a "Markov chain"14 (Youngblood I960, 14-15). 
Youngblood selected song melodies by Franz Schubert, Robert Schumann, and Felix 
Mendelssohn, and calculated frequencies and probabilities of each scale degree, tone entropies 
and redundancies, as well as first-order-transition-probabilities for each melody. Some of the 
results showed, for example, that Mendelssohn used chromatic tones less frequently than 
Schubert or Schumann, and that Mendelssohn's music was more redundant. Youngblood also 
compared those results to analyses of samples of Gregorian Chant. Almost all of Youngblood's 
results did not show statistical differences clearly enough. Due to the number of songs sampled 
and due to the false assumption that redundancies of melodies alone could characterize a 
musical style, Youngblood's results were not very significant.15
The analyses of musical rhythm by John G. Brawley (1959) were intended to provide a 
means to characterize style. Assuming music to be a discrete system of communication and 
assuming that music is an ergodic stochastic process that has the staicture of a stationary 
Markov chain, Brawley calculated entropy and redundancy of selected pieces from different 
time periods. However, Brawley stated himself—with regard to an analysis of a Bach 
13
 Pinkerton calculated specifically entropy and redundancy of single tones as well as transition probabilities. Entropy is a form of 
measurement found in the conceptual methodology of information theory and is not related to semantics, but to syntax. It is an index of 
the degree of 'information' found by analyzing single elements (e.g., pitches or tone durations) or groups of elements taken as a unit. In 
the latter case, the entropy is of 'higher order'. The entropy is specifically the negative sum of all logarithms of the probability of each event 
multiplied by the probability of each event. (Shannon 1949, pp. 49 foil.) The average entropy of a melody, for instance, is the negative 
sum of all logarithms of the probability of each note multiplied by the probability of each note. In case of calculating the entropy of the 
second order, the specific succession of two notes are seen as one element. Redundancy is a measurement, taken from infonnation theory, 
that gives information about the partial (or complete) repetition of 'message content', i.e. elements. For instance, if there is an increasing 
number of a certain pitch or a certain melodic phrase, the entropy of this pitch or melodic phrase decreases and the redundancy increases. 
Transition Frequency is the frequency with which certain elements (e.g., pitches) occur in some places, when it is known that certain 
others occur in previous places. Transition Probability is the probability of an element (e.g., a note or a group of notes) which follows 
another specific element (note or group of notes). 
14
 A Markov Chain is a model for a sequence of events in which the probability of a given event (or grouping of events, i.e. event of 'higher 
orders') is dependent only on the preceding event (or event of 'higher orders'). For instance, the probability of a sequence of five pitches, 
i.e. a group of pitches of order five, would be dependent only on the preceding group of five pitches. 
l s
 In comparison with Youngblood, Joel E. Cohen (1962, 152) applied the same analytical methods to the analysis of two Rock and Roll songs. 
However, the critique given here for Youngblood's research is especially true for Cohen's. 
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invention—"that this analysis employing information theory is not very valuable. At best, it may 
tell us a little about this particular invention, but hardly more than we could arrive at by a less 
exhaustive and less painstaking analysis." The number of samples used was too small to 
warrant drawing general conclusions. However, Brawley's conceptual approach became the 
basis for more successful rhythm research that followed years later. 
Just as philosophical generalizations derived from information theory were applied in a 
highly limited way (see 1.), mathematical (statistical) approaches were applied to the analysis 
of simple 'aesthetic objects' in a similar limited manner: 
Wilhelm Fucks' "mathematical analyses of the formal structure of music"16 became an 
important precedent for the development of computer applications (although Fucks' 
calculations were still made without the computer)17, as well as for the elaboration of the 
application of information theory to aesthetics (see, e.g., Bense 1969). Fucks' music-analytical 
attempts were connected with his attempts to analyze language (e.g., Fucks 1956, 1964). His 
analyses of musical compositions were usually limited to the analysis of pitch and tone duration 
in selected voices. Even though his list of publications is long, most of Fucks' writings are based 
on the same, or similar, data. Fucks usually calculated probabilities, transition probabilities, 
averages, standard deviations1", kurtosis19 and skewness20 of distribution curves, as well as 
entropies. In Fucks' analysis from 1958, for instance, his musical materials were limited to the 
first violin parts of some concertos, symphonies and symphonic poems, and to the soprano 
parts of some masses (Fucks 1958, 9 f.). While results of his earlier research showed a 
correlation between composer, time of composition, and frequencies of pitch and tone 
duration, later publications, especially Fucks' analyses of 1963, demonstrated that standard 
deviation and entropy of pitches (independent of each other) increases monotonously with the 
time of composition. Transition matrixes of pitches and transition matrixes of intervals provided 
information on the probabilities of pitches and intervals following each other. Based on the 
transition matrixes, Fucks calculated correlation ellipses-1. Finally, W. Fucks and J. Lauter (1965) 
calculated auto-correlations of pitches and intervals. 
At the time, Fucks' methodological approach was already quite complex in its mathematical 
form, especially with regard to the comparison of different frequency distributions (pitches, 
tone durations, intervals, and tone pairs) and its comparison to stochastically-generated music. 
As such, Fuck's approach revealed the significant potential of mathematical analysis of style. 
However, Fucks' conclusions were very restricted to specific selections of compositions, and 
his generalizations of epoch characteristics were far-fetched. An important factor for the 
restricted analytical outcome was the missing distinction between genre characteristics and 
personal style in music. 
Fucks' methods and analytical results were harshly criticized and shown to be erroneous by 
Günther Wagner (1976). Wagner noticed "that relative interval-frequencies of consecutive tones 
cannot be seriously considered either for the question of authenticity or for the proof of a 
'" See, for instance, Fucks 1957, 1958, 1962, 1963, 196-1 and 1968, as well as Fucks and tauter 1965. 
'" Even though Lejaren Hiller (1964, 10) mentioned that Fucks used already a computer for his study in 1958, there is no indication Tor the 
use of computers in any of Fucks' writings themselves. 
1,1
 Variance and standard deviation give infonnation about the distribution of the elements (e.g. pitches, lone durations, or intervals) around 
the mean, i.e. the average distance of all elements from the mean. The variance is calculated by permanently subtracting the mean from 
each element, squaring all results, adding them together and dividing them by the total number of all elements minus one. The standard 
deviation is the square root of the variance; it refers to the average distance of elements (e.g., pilches) from their mean value. 
''' Kurtosis refers to the flames or peakedness of a (distribution) curve, relative lo the size of the standard deviation. 
J
" Skewness refers to a (distribution) curve, which is asymmetrical. 
Jl
 Correlation gives information on the relationship lietwecn two (or more) characteristics, e.g. if two characteristics such as pitch and tone 
duration are dependent on one another linearly or not. 
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historical development" (ibid., 67)22. He pointed out "that the standard deviation in 
compositions of the same genre and the same composer might vary as much as between 
compositions of different genres by composers, which belong to different epochs" (ibid.)23. And 
finally, he showed "that the relative pitch distribution is completely ruled out as a method for 
answering questions about authenticity or chronology" (ibid., 69).2|
A more reliable music theoretical foundation was provided by Walter Reckziegel (1967a, 
1967b, 1967c), a disciple of Fucks, in an extension of Fucks' notion of 'exact scientific' 
['exaktwissenschaftlichen'l methods. In his analyses, Reckziegel included the calculation of 
metrical units and of musical intensity. For this purpose, Reckziegel defined formulas for 
calculating the entropy of the metrical unit and the 'total entropy', which is the product of the 
entropy value (H) of u different pitches and v different tone durations [H(u,v)] and of the 
different pitches u: u-Hdi.v).2'' Furthermore, he calculated the 'Bewegtheit' [kind of motion] out 
of the impulse frequency per metrical unit, 'intensity' and 'density' (arithmetic mean of metrical 
units). Sound structures and 'complexities' were analyzed (deliberately) without considering 
harmonic progressions. Reckziegel's attempts show the desire to formulate methods that can 
deal with a musical complexity greater than that attempted by Fucks' analyses. However, 
Reckziegel's analyses were still limited with regard to the number and kind of mathematical 
calculations. 
About ten years later, Christian Kaden (1978) discovered an interesting connection between 
statistical (not computer-assisted) and traditional music analysis, including psychological and 
sociological aspects. Analyzing the second movement (Allegretto scherzando) of Beethoven's 
symphony No. 8 op. 93, Kaden tried to verify his intuitive analytical judgment by statistically 
calculating dependencies of elementary structures (Gestalt units), mathematically describable as 
tone probabilities of higher orders.26 Kaden's approach was very successful, and his 
methodology could have been easily adopted for computer-assisted analyses. 
Generally, researchers interested in non-computer-assisted approaches to music analysis 
drawing on mathematics, statistics, and information theory developed an important repertoire 
of analytical methods that could easily be formalized in computer programs. From today's point 
of view, most of these approaches have to be evaluated very critically, but without them 
computer-assisted music analysis could not have emerged. 
3- Computers and Computer-Assisted Music Analysis During the 1950s 
Even in the beginning of the 'computer age' of music analysis, communication between 
scholars was very slow. At one of the first early conferences on computer applications in music 
(1965), Edmund Bowles phrased this problem as follows: "There exists no clearinghouse, no 
center of information, no means of intercommunication between scholars in the humanities 
using the tools of data processing. Currently existing journals and learned societies are reluctant 
to assume this additional burden, especially outside their own discipline. We need more 
scholarly convocations such as this one. We need to avoid needless duplication of effort." 
(Bowles 1970, 38.) Since then, some journals have come into being, and more and 
22
 ". . . daß relative Intervallhäufigkeiten konsekutiver Töne weder für Fchtheitslragen noch für den Nachweis einer historischen Entwicklung 
ernsthaft in Frage kommen können." 
23
 ". . . daß die Sigmawerte [Standardabweichung, N.S.l in Werken ein und derselben Gattung des gleichen Komponisten ähnlich schwanken 
können, wie zwischen Werken unterschiedlicher Gattungen von Komponisten, die unterschiedlichen Epochen angehören." 
21
 ". . . daß die relative Tonhöhenverteilung als Mittel zur Lösung von Fragen der Echtheit oder Chronologie gänzlich ausscheidet." 
" The exact fonnulas can be found in Reckziegel 1967a, 16-17. 
26
 The basis for this approach, the structural segmentation of music, was already described and explained in detail by Kaden in 1976. 
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more conferences on the topic have been organized. However, after looking at the publications 
in the area of computer-assisted music analysis, it seems that not much has changed since the 
beginning': scholars know little about the history of their area, previous successes and failures 
are hardly known. Thus, mistakes are duplicated, and prejudices florish. Ultimately, a detailed 
history of computer-assisted music analysis is needed. The following paragraphs will give a 
brief overview of the developments of early computer technology through the 1950s. Finally, 
the earliest project on computer-assisted music analysis, the only one completed during the 
1950s, is summarized. 
The first fully electronic computer was the "ENIAC" (Electronic Numerical Integrator and 
Calculator), developed by John Presper Eckert and John Mouchly in 1946. Although it made 
calculations about one hundred times faster than calculations by a mechanical differential 
analyzer, it took a long time to re-program, i.e. re-wiring, the machine. Other problems were 
too little storage (only twenty numbers!) arid too many tubes. However, after the famous 
mathematician John von Neumann became a consultant to the ENIAC project in 1944, 
deficiencies were resolved and a new design was developed. It was one of the most crucial 
designs for further computer developments: The idea of the "stored-program computer" was 
born, outlined in a plan for the post-ENIAC "EDVAC" (Electronic Discrete Variable Automatic 
Computer). Virtually all computers up to the present have been based on the John-von-
Neumann-principle of "stored programs" — using the same memory for numbers as well as for 
instructions — enabling a rapid change from one program to another. After von Neumann's 
design, computers have had five functional divisions: input, memory unit, control unit, 
arithmetic unit, and output. Other new features were the use of binary numbers (ENIAC still 
used decimal numbers), and the serial execution of instaictions. 
While EDVAC was never actually realized, in 1949 Maurice V. Wilkes' "EDSAC" (Electronic 
Delay Storage Automatic Calculator) became the first full-scale universal digital computer with 
saved programs based on John von Neumann's principles. Because of its saved programs, 
software design came into being with EDSAC. Eventually, programs were developed which 
translated other programs into machine code and could, thus, be understood by the hardware. 
In the second half of the 1940s, IBM became the leading company in the computer industry. 
The "Card Programmed Calculator" became — in the late 1940s and early 1950s — the most 
often sold calculating tool. However, by the end of the 1940s, IBM had developed several full-
scale computers. IBM also developed the magnetic drum for the main memory (instead of 
mercury delay lines or electrostatic storage tubes). Having established their own computer 
business, J. P. Eckert and J. Mouchly developed similar devices. After being taken over by 
Remington Rand, Eckert and Mouchly completed the development of their UNIVAC (UNIVersal 
Automatic Computer; 1951). It was the world's first commercially available fully electronic 
computer, and it became a market leader for its type. The UNIVAC was eventually the first 
computer the broader public had been introduced to during election night 1952, when it 
accurately predicted Eisenhower's win over Stevenson. After that, 'UNIVAC became a generic 
name for computers. 
The prediction of the election outcome also showed the great potential for computers in data 
processing for many business areas. Thus, in the early 1950s, there was a change of the main 
use of computers: a change from mathematical calculations to data processing. Dozens of 
computer businesses — mainly in the United States — emerged. Most of them were eventually 
acquired by bigger office-machine firms. IBM developed several computer models during the 
1950s and became the market leader. The low-cost Magnetic Drum Computer (IBM 650; 1953), 
for instance, was acquired by many institutions of higher learning. Other institutions of higher 
learning started to develop their own computers. 
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The first extensive, systematic use of an electronic computer for music-analytical purposes 
was described by the mathematician Frederick P. Brooks et al. in 1957. Brooks conducted an 
analysis-synthesis-project at the Computation Laboratory at Harvard University27. For this 
project, high-order probabilities of 37 hymn tunes were calculated. Those probabilities were 
then used for the synthesis of new melodies, using Markov chains of orders one through eight. 
Even though this experiment was limited to (melodic) samples that were not structurally 
complex, this procedure "permitted the production of a significant number of acceptable tunes 
within a reasonable time." (Ibid., 180)2H
While Brooks' experiment is rarely mentioned in the literature, the work of Lejaren A. Hiller 
and Leonard Isaacson has been extensively noted, specifically their work on the Illiac Suite 
(String Quartet No. 4) is mentioned in almost every textbook on electronic music.29 The Illiac 
Suite was composed with the ILLIAC computer in 1956 at the University of Illinois. Even though 
the computer was, in this composition project, not used for analysis but for the generation and 
selection of random values in a type of stochastic modeling (known as the "Monte Carlo 
Method")30, Hiller's and Isaacson's importance for computer applications in music goes beyond 
composition. In their book (Hiller and Isaacson 1959), they suggest several computer 
applications to music analysis: 
- statistical and information theoretical applications, 
- analysis of musical similarity, 
- pattern search, 
- analysis of sounds and their physical constitution, 
- optical music recognition, 
and based on analytical results: 
- realization of continuo and figured bass and to complete part writing, 
- missing parts could be reproduced based on statistical style analysis, 
- systematic generation of musical materials for teaching purposes. 
(See ibid., 165-170.) Most or all of these suggestions were launched during the late 1950s and 
and early I960. Their results have been described, for example, in Hiller 1962 and 1964. 
Concluding Remarks 
With the applications described above, the history of computer-assisted music analysis goes far 
back to applications of information theory to aesthetics, which provided the philosophical basis of 
statistical and mathematical music analysis, as well as to (practical) mathematical approaches to 
music analysis that were not completed with a computer. The approaches that did not use 
computers continue to this day. The first real computer-application was completed between 1955 
and 1957 by a team around the mathematician Frederick P. Brooks. While Hiller and Isaacson used 
pre-determined "rules" for their Illiac-Suite from 1956, Brooks et al. derived the compositional rules 
automatically. As such, the project by Brooks et al. was the only completed project of 
27
 Youngblood 1960 also mentioned an unpublished term paper from 1955 by F. P. Brooks, which lets assume that Brook's project was already 
realized in 1955. The computer used was the Harvard MARK IV. Sec Youngblood 1960, 23, footnote 42. In addition, see Neumann and 
Schappert 1959. 
•^  For sample melodies see ibid. Neumann and Schappert 1959, which contains the description of the project in German, also reprinted -some 
of the melodies. 
-' Brooks' paper was not widely available, whereas Hiller's and Isaacson's book (1959) became available in almost every library. 
V1
 The Monte Carlo Method is a method of obtaining an approximate solution lo a numerical problem by the use of random numbers. In 
music, this method was first applied to composition by Hiller and Isaacson (1959). Here, random sequences of integers were equated to 
notes, durations, dynamic values and playing techniques. These random integers were then screened by applying various rules and rejected 
or accepted, depending on the rules. 
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computer-assisted music analysis of the 1950s, and it was part of an analysis-synthesis-
approach, i.e. the main purpose of analytical calculations was to compose . O n e need to keep 
in mind that computers were , at the time, rarely available for music research. However, the 
many statistical analysis projects that did not use computers as well as Hiller's and Isaacson's 
vision of future research on computer-assisted music analysis gave directions for more 
sophisticated computer-assisted music analysis of the 1960s. 
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